Objectives:
To introduce students to strings and structures.

Reading Assignment:
None.

Contents:
1. Strings
2. Structures
3. Describe Lab Assignment
1. Strings
   - Define
   - Declare
   - Initialization
   - Show examples

2. Structures
   - Define
   - Declare
   - Calling
   - Show examples

3. Lab Assignment
   - Explain Assignment
   - Answer questions
CS 200
Week 7: Lab

Contents:
1. Describe Lab 10: Core 1, 2 and Lab 12: Core 1, 2

Student Activities:
1. Complete assignment
2. Demo assignment for TA
Run test plans given for each lab.

- Lab 10 Core 1 test plan – Page 201
- Lab 10 Core 2 test plan – Page 207
- Lab 12 Core 1 test plan – Page 232
- Lab 12 Core 2 test plan - Page 237